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Academy award–winning actress, producer and entrepreneur Reese Witherspoon invites you into her world, where she infuses the southern
style, parties and traditions she loves with contemporary flair and charm. Reese Witherspoon’s grandmother Dorothea always said that a
combination of beauty and strength made southern women 'whiskey in a teacup'. We may be delicate and ornamental on the outside, she
said, but inside we’re strong and fiery. Reese’s southern heritage informs her whole life, and she loves sharing the joys of southern living
with practically everyone she meets. She takes the South wherever she goes with bluegrass, big holiday parties, and plenty of Dorothea’s
fried chicken. It’s reflected in how she entertains, decorates her home, and makes holidays special for her kids - not to mention how she
talks, dances and does her hair (in these pages, you will learn Reese’s fail-proof, only slightly insane hot-roller technique). Reese loves
sharing Dorothea’s most delicious recipes as well as her favourite southern traditions, from midnight barn parties to backyard bridal showers,
magical Christmas mornings to rollicking honky-tonks. It’s easy to bring a little bit of Reese’s world into your home, no matter where you live.
After all, there’s a southern side to every place in the world, right?
Become a true fashion designer with this amazing kit! Contains a book, stencils, patterned paper and pens.
All you need is love ... but tell that to the Blue Meanies If they have their way, it will mean the end of music. But they haven't counted on
young Fred - he climbs aboard the Yellow Submarine and journeys to Liverpool, where he finds four fab musicians who might just be able to
help.
On vacation with the girls! What fun! Camping, or visiting a tropical beach, or even a jungle with fun outfits for each destination.
Discover fashions past and present from across the globe in this bindup of two titles from the Sticker Dolly Dressing series. Dress the
characters in traditional clothing from around the world and throughout history, such as beautiful silk saris for an Indian wedding, elegant
Spanish flamenco dresses, togas in Ancient Rome and more.
This beautifully illustrated book is packed with things you'd expect to find along a seashore; from familiar shells, crabs and seaweed to more
unusual creatures and plants. Children can use the stickers to bring each page to life. Themes include a sandy beach, crabs and starfish in
rockpools, sea birds, seals, puffins, sea otters and turtles. Sticker books are brilliant for developing essential fine motor skills. They
encourage creativity as children can carefully select stickers for each scene and choose where they go. The compact format makes these
sticker books perfect for holidays or travel. This title includes over 200 stickers to add to the pages. With lots of things on every page to talk
about and text prompts to help improve vocabulary.
Dress the princesses for royal occasions including a masked ball, a trip in a golden carriage, a horse ride through an enchanted forest and
lots more. With over 400 stickers including clothing, bags, shoes, hats and jewellery. The reusable stickers can be lifted and repositioned, and
there's a fold-out back cover to 'park' stickers when not in use. 2020 sees the launch of an exciting new range of Sticker Dolly Dressing
Stories, plus gorgeous new additions to the activity book series. Sticker Dolly Dressing will be supported by an extensive Marketing and PR
campaign throughout 2020. New edition of 9781409595335. The revamped Sticker Dolly Dressing series now features reusable stickers,
laminated pages and a fold-out page where you can put your stickers in between uses.
A younger version of the Sticker Dolly Dressing, this new series is sure to please little girls worldwide. Dress the little dollies with easy to stick
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stickers on the laminated pages. A fold out "car park" for the stickers will help little hands to prepare the clothes before dressing the dollies.
Dress and accessorise the dolls before their big screen debut in this ritzy, glitzy addition to the hit Sticker Dolly Dressing series. Help the dolls
prepare for their audition, get ready in costume and make-up, act a scene in a period drama and walk the red carpet for the award ceremony.
Illustrations:Full colour throughout WARNING! Not suitable for children under 36 months because of small parts. Choking Hazard.

Help the mermaids get dressed for a fun filled adventure with their unicorns. Part of the bestselling Sticker Dolly Dressing series,
an endearing series for children, with attractive illustrations.
Girls everywhere will love dressing and accessorising these girls before the big wedding day in this colourful and glamorous
addition to the hit Sticker Dolly Dressing series. Help the girls get ready for the wedding choosing the bouquets, corsages,
shopping for gifts and trying on the different dresses. With over 400 stickers to chose from to help the characters look their best.
The dolls are ready for their showstopping outfits, and this time you're in charge from head to toe - colours, styles, patterns and
accessories are all up to you! A perfect pastime for young fashionistas. Includes over 350 stickers to create the dolls' outfits,
including 150 blank stickers ready to customise.
The dollies go ice skating! Dress the dolls in a range of incredible outfits, types of ice skates and glamourous accessories.
Includes all kinds of ice skating, from figure skating to speed skating.
The Snow Princess is hosting a ball in her Ice Palace and has invited princesses from different snowy kingdoms. Little children will
enjoy using the stickers to dress the princesses in beautiful outfits, and there are also stickers of chandeliers, flowers, tiaras and
ribbons to decorate the pages. Illustrations: Full colour throughout WARNING! Not suitable for children under 36 months because
of small parts. Choking Hazard.
There are lots of hedgehogs for children to meet, and lots of new textures to touch and feel, in this colourful board book.
A sticker book that shows jumping, gymnastics, surfing, tennis and swimming. It helps children dress the girls and kit them out for
their different sporting events with over 250 stickers.
These dolls love going to parties and on shopping trips, and need help getting ready! A bumper collection of the popular 'Parties'
and 'Shopping Girls' Sticker Dolly Dressing books. With over 700 stickers to customise the dolls' outfits and accessories, as well as
fun extras including food and drink, toys and party games.
Sticker Dolly DressingPopstars and Movie StarsUsborne Books
Enter the undersea world where mermaids gather pearls, meet a mermaid queen, find a treasure chest laden with gold and jewels
and dive with sleek seals. This is a delightful addition to the bestselling Sticker Dolly dressing series. Dress the dolls, and add
decorative tails and accessories from the sticker pages. Illustrations: Full colour throughout
I can't! I'm not riding again! However often Charlie repeats the words, his friends won't believe him. After all, he has a place at
racing school starting in a couple of months. OK, so he had an accident and fell off his horse. Who hasn't? He wasn't even hurt.
Just what is Charlie's problem?
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The latest addition to a hugely successful fashion designer arm of the Sticker Dolly Dressing series, set against a backdrop of
Paris, the fashion epicentre of elegance and style! Children will have immense fun showcasing their design skills, and absorbing
the brilliant illustrations of one of the fashion capitals of the world. Also includes hints and tips on patterns to draw on the stickers
and colour combinations to use, as well as ideas for creating your own fashion sketchbook. The perfect pastime for young
fashionistas.
PB books in carry case with plastic handle Pack contains: Four books in paperback, reduced versions of: 1. Sticker Dolly Dressing
Movie Stars 2. Sticker Dolly Dressing Dancers 3. Sticker Dolly Dressing Popstars 4. Sticker Dolly Dressing Parties
A delightful sticker book perfect for any pet lover which has lots of dolls to dress and pages to decorate using the stickers
provided. Dress the dolls and add their puppies and their accessories for a walk in a wood, a day on the beach, a visit to the vet
and go to training classes. Illustrations: Full colour throughout
Dress and accessorise brides, bridesmaids, and grooms for a range of stylish weddings in this gorgeous sticker book. With over
300 stickers to dress the brides and grooms as they prepare for their big day - trying on wedding dresses, choosing the cake, and
dressing for the big day and the first dance. Illustrations: Full colour throughout
That's not my cow... its ears are too soft. Another addition to the best-selling Touchy-Feely series, sure to delight babies and
young children.
From Grandmaster Flash to Jay-Z rap has shaped generations and transformed the charts. Bop along with the greats in this
adorable baby book that introduces little ones to the rappers that started it all.
Discover the glittery world of popstars and movie stars in this exciting book. Use the fantastic stickers to dress the stars for photo
shoots, award ceremonies, and lots, lots more.
A brand new edition of this all-time best-selling title in Usborne's flagship That's Not My ... series. This edition has added foiling for
even more tactile appeal!
Help dress the dolls as they choose their dresses, go for fittings, shop for shoes and pick out presents, as well as for the Big Day
itself. With over 750 stickers to choose from, children will love creating dream outfits for the figures in the scenes.
From private investigators and fire fighters, to movie stars and stunt artists, this action-packed book is packed with dolls to dress
with over 300 stickers. With extra accessories to add including helmets, harnesses, tool kits and special technology. A fun sticker
book for young go-getters!
Dress the sticker dollies as they flutter their way through fairyland in this gorgeous new activity book in the Sticker Dolly Dressing
series. There are lots of stickers with which to dress the dolls in gorgeous clothes and accessories, and decorations to complete
the magical scenes. The cover is foiled which adds extra sparkle to the colourful illustrations. The stylish illustrations and
descriptive text make this perfect for any fairy lover.
Down by the riverbank, Mole, Ratty, Badger and Toad are about to begin their adventures. Join in the fun with this beautifully
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illustrated retelling of Kenneth Grahame's classic tale. This is a highly illustrated ebook that can only be read on the Kindle Fire or
other tablet.
Meet Lottie, Sara and Zoe, best friends who are getting ready to go back to school. Use the stickers to dress them as they go
shopping for school bags, stationery and books, and for the activities they do once they start back to school.
Little girls everywhere will love dressing the characters in this collection of two popular titles from the Sticker Dolly Dressing series.
Help the characters dress for a variety of different occasions, from preparing for the audition for the leads in a movie to walking the
red carpet for the big music award ceremony, using the colourful and trendy clothing stickers. With over 750 stickers to choose
from to help the characters look their best.
This is the no.1 fan guide to celebrate the global music phenomenon that is Billie Eilish. Packed with inspirational quotes, cool
facts and amazing photography, We Love Billie Eilishfollows her meteoric rise from bedroom singer to global megastar. How well
do you know Billie? Discover her song inspiration, her unique style and more. Whether you consider yourself a Pirate or an
Eyelash, there's something for every fan!
Dress the dolls for a Halloween fancy dress party in this enchanting activity book. There are bat and cat costumes, pumpkins,
ghosts, witches, fairies, princesses and lots more. With reusable stickers of the costumes and accessories, there are also spooky
spiders, webs, bats and grinning carved lanterns to decorate the pages. A younger version of the bestselling Sticker Dolly
Dressing series, which contains over 40 titles, Little Sticker Dolly Dressing is an endearing new series for children aged four and
up; with gentle, attractive illustrations and simple text children can easily understand. An interactive activity book that requires lots
of concentration and children will enjoy completing. There is also a fold-out cover at the back of the book where children can "park"
their stickers as they work. Features glossy pages and reusable stickers.
A magical activity book filled with unicorns and dolls for little children to dress using the stickers provided. Each page features a
different scene to decorate, and there are over 200 reusable stickers of clothing, accessories, flowers and more.
Girls will love dressing the all-action dollies with over 300 stickers provided, to prepare them for a variety of exciting and unusual
jobs. 5+ * Including stunt girls, an air ambulance crew, a snowboard instructress, a police dog handler, a 'West End'
choreographer, firefighters and lots more. * Part of a best-selling and much-loved, collectable series. WARNING! Not suitable for
children under 36 months because of small parts. Choking Hazard.
Dress the sticker dollies in a range of Halloween costumers in this spooky addition to the Sticker Dolly Dressing series. There are
lots of stickers with which to dress the dolls in brilliant costumes and accessories, and decorations to complete the magical
scenes. 2020 sees the launch of an exciting new range of Sticker Dolly Dressing Stories, plus gorgeous new additions to the
activity book series. Sticker Dolly Dressing will be supported by an extensive Marketing and PR campaign throughout 2020. The
cover is foiled which adds extra sparkle to the colourful illustrations. With stylish illustrations and descriptive text.
Get out your blue suede shoes. It's time to rock n' roll! Smooth hair. Rough sideburns. Long jumpsuit. Short lei. Celebrate the King
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of Rock n' Roll with little ones in this vibrant, playful, and fun board book.
Recreate the fashion scene from the 1980s with this inspiring, historically precise selection of fashion stickers. Colour blocked
outfits and shoulder pads for smart wear matched big teased hair and spiral perms. Leg warmers and spandex made their way into
daily wear on the wave of aerobics enthusiasm. This fabulous mix of styles comes together in this compact, attractive format.
Informative notes, photographs and sketches explain each 'look' and add historical context for this decade. Part of a collectable
series.
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